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Several classical combinatorial quantities-including factonals, Bell numbers, tangent 
numbers. . . -have been shown to form eventually periodic sequences modulo any integer. We 
relate this phenomenon to the exstence of continued fraction expansions for corresponding 
ordinary (and divergent) generating functions. This leads to a class of congruences obtained in a 
uniform way. 
It has been shown by Gessel [6] that a number of classical combiilatorial 
quantities constitute sequences that are ultimately periodic modulo any integer. 
The most trivial example is cerknly the sequence c+f actorials [~1!}~~(, which 
module any fixed integer m eventually reduces to 0. Examples given by Gessel 
include the tangent numbers, the Bell numbers, the preferential arrangement 
numbers and the derangement numbers; some cases have also been previously 
considered in relation to the arithmetical properties of Bernoulli numbers [9] or 
p-a.dic analysis [I]. This note was motivated by the fact that all of Gessei’s 
examples are also sequences whose ordinary generating functions have a con- 
tinued fraction expansion with ir teger coefficients of a simpl t form [f]. 
As an illustration, the sequence of Euler numbers (secant numbers) defined by]: 
which starts as 
1, 1,5,61,1385,50622,27c)D55.. . 
odulo 4. the periodic sequence 
(2) 
(“lb 
‘The notation [z”lf(f) i sed to denote the toe in the power series f , [z”/n !]f(i ) 
similarly represents the co ient of z”/n! in ;‘(z). . . _ 
or& 
946 P. FiajoIet 
and reduced modulo 36 the eventually periodic sequence: 
1, 1,s. -II, 17, 13, -7, l,S, ---II, 17. _. . (4 
Existing proofs are based on inductron or on ad hoc addition formulae [6]. 
The relation to continued fraction can be illustrated by a simple example. It was 
shown cornbinatorially in [4] (and indeed known since Stieltjes and Rogers) that 
E(z)= c E2,,zZn = II2 2- (5) 
1 - _i’_ 
2272 
] -___-L 
l- 
32z2 
. . . 
(see also [7] for related problems). 
For two series with integer coefficients a(z) and b(z), let us write 
a(z)= b(z) (mod rn) iff Vna, = b, (mod nz) 
where u, =[z”]a(z) and b, =[zn]b(z). It is straightforward that 
(1 - 4z2c(z))-* = 1 (mod 4) 
for any c(z) with integer coefficients. We thus see, using this property in (5): that 
E(z)=(l-z2)-’ = l+z2+z4+* l l (mod4), 
which is strictly equivalent to (3). 
In this paper, we propose to elaborate on congruences derived in this way, 
making moduli explicit and showing a genera1 method for computing coefficients. 
This paper is a continuation of a general combinatorial study of continued 
fractions that was started in [4j and to which the reader is referred for complete 
definitions. 
e restrict attention here to integer sequences (%}n2O such that the corres- 
ponding ordinary generating function 
a(z)= c l&z” 
n 30 
has a continued fraction expansion of the form. 
n(z) = -- 
l- 
(6) 
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WC also define t 
Mh = A& - l - A,, 
called the hth modulus of fraction (6). 
(‘7) 
. Assume a sequence { a,l}nzO has an ordinary generating function with 
an itztegrai continued fraction expmsion (6), where the moduli M,, are defined by 
(4). Then the sequence is eventually periodic modulo Ml,, and satisfies modulo lb!,, a 
linear recurrence of order h at most. 
We shall give two proofs of this fact: a combinatorial one, and an algebrai: one. 
(Combinatorial). From the continued fraction theorem of [4, Theorc:m I] 
and /7], we know that a, is the number of path diagrams (=weighicd ballot 
sequences in [‘?I) of length n with weight w defined as follows: 
Ki is associated with level steps starting at altitude* j, 
Ai is associated with ascents starting at altitude j, 
1 is associated with descents. 
Denoting by 9 the set of all positive paths, and by Prhl the subset of those ,Ithat 
have height sh, we thus have: 
a, = c w(n) 
rrE9 
(the weight is extended multiplicatively from segments to paths) which can be 
decomposed into: 
a,, = C w(n)+ C w(m). 
rr#=gI” II ir.E~\#” 11 
The second sum thus represents the cumulated weight of al 
height ah. Now, each :T in 9 \ Prhl must comprise at least 
altitude 0, one ascznt from altitude 1, . . . , until altitude h -- 1 o 
1 paths t.F.at have 
one ascent from 
Therefore 
Iif77 E 9\ cPh-“: w(~)=O(mod MhI 
and thus 
Let ~t[,~ 1 denote this 1~ sum. Appealing to the continued fraction theorem :-gain, 
one finds 
a”‘](r) = arhlz” z n 
’ The altitude of a poim in a path ckgram is the ordinate of that po~r;t. 
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which is exactly the ilzth convergent of the continued fraction (7). Now this finite 
fraction can be put undier the normal form 
u%) = Ph(zK’&) (9) 
where the P and Q polynomials are determined by the classical recurrences [lo]: 
ph+,(Z) = (1 - K&&,(Z)- &J*&,(Z); P&) = 0, P&) = 1; 
oh+&) = (I- K,*z)Q~(z)--~~z*Q~(z); Q_,(z) = 1, Q,(r) = 1. 
(10) 
This means that the {a\J3,2,, satisfy a recurrence of order h at most with 
characteristic polynomial Qh. Thus the a, satisfy the same recurrence modulo M,,, 
and they must form an eventually periodic sequence modulo A& 
(Algebraic). Let again a [“l(z) be the hth convergent oT fraction (‘7) as 
given by (8). One can write formally 
u(z) = 1 (ark’(:,)-u~k-“(Z)). 
kal 
(11) 
Using (9), we find that 
aWl(z) _ ,$k -1 1t2.) = &c(z) &-- ,(d -_-- 
Qdd ok- ,(d 
Pk(Z)Qk--I(Z)-Qk(Z)pk--l(t) =- 
QdZ)Qrdd - 
Using the classical ‘determinant identity’ of continued fractions (which can easily 
be checked by recurrence), namely 
pk(z)Qk-r(Z)- &r(z)Q&) = (-l)khrhl l l l hkZzk 
and splitting the sum (11) according to k G h, k > h we find: 
a(z) = c (urkl( z) - uCk-‘l(z)) (mod Mh) 
ksh 
= arh’(z) (mod I&,) . 
The proof then continues as above. cl 
A few observations are in order: the combinatorial and the algebraic proof 
mimic each other rather closely. The interest of the zornbinatorial proof is to show 
gruences to be related to a simple combinatorial property of path diagra 
viz. to reach altitude h, one has to traverse at least once levels 0, 1, . . . to h - 1. 
The easy type of symmetry argument involved 011 path diagrams need not be 
esentations of combisratorial structures counte 
nted by E2” in our prevrous 
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Furthermore the reversle polynomials of the Qh(z) defined by 
are otherwise known to be orthogonal polynomials. We thus see that the 
coefficients of the linear recurrence modulo & satisfied by the a,, are coefficiients 
of orthogonal polynomials. For instance e denominator polynomials of the 
convergents of (5) are Meixner (or Mitta filer) polynomials. 
Returning to this example, the proof theorem shows that 
E(z) = 
1 1 -4z2 
= - (mod 1!6), 
1 -z2/(1 -4z2) l-52’ 
whence 
E2, =S”-’ (mod 36) for n 2 1 
which accounts precisely for congruences (4). 
It is to be noticed last, that if the set {hi}i,l contains the set of all positive 
integers, then the sequence a,, is eventually periodic modulo any integer. Such is 
the case for all examples discussed in the next section. 
3. s le applkatims 
Several continued fractions for classic:J combinatorial quantities have ibeen 
given in [4] where the corresponding Q-polynomials are identified (see also [5J 
for further enumerative uses of the polynomials). To avoid redundancy, we shall 
only present a table of fractions including the exponential generating, function of 
Q-polynomials which is a concise way of describing the coefficients of the 
modular recurrences. Our method accounts for the origin of moduli like UC!)*, 
(k-l)! k!. . . in a simple way. 
Table 1 covers all examples given in [6] with the addition of the secant 
Table 1. For each number sequence {ar }“*+(, considered, column 2 gives the corresponding exponen- 
tial generating function a(z) = C nzO a,(z”/n!); column 3 shows the integer coefficients ukhk in the 
continued fraction expansion of C a,z” together with the modulus IM;c. Column 4 provides the 
exponential generaticg function of the 0 poijnomials: K(z, t) =xnal) on(z)(t”/n!) with a’,(z) = 
zQ,,(z-9. 
Numbers gen. fun. Kk Ak Mk K(z, f) 
_-__- -- ---- 
Secant set z 0 k’ (k!j’ f, 1 t I?) ‘e-;p(z Arctan t) 
Tangent tan z 0 k(k + 1) (k-t-l)! k! exqlz Arctan ti 
Bell exp(e’ - 1) k+1 k A! e ’ exp(z log(l 3- t)) 
2-Bell exp(e* - z - 1) k k k! e -‘(l + rJZ+’ 
Involutton exp(z i- jk’) 1 k k! exp(-l-$‘+ztJ 
Derangement e-“(1 -t- z).’ 2k k’ (k!)’ (li-t)-‘exp(tIz+l)(l+t) ‘) 
Ref. Arrangements (2-eL) : 3k+l 2k’ 2kk? il+f) Z ‘(lc2t)Z 
-- --- --_P 
numbers, and the associated (2-) Bell numbers (counting partitions svithout 
singletons [2]). Since the continued fraction relative to preferential arrangements 
appears to be new as is a related fraction relative to Stirling numbers, F ‘12 shall 
devote the next section to it short proof of it. It also reveals the way the a:ntries in 
column 4 of the table are systematically determined. 
ere me 
Let P,, be the number of preferential arrangements of n elements, i.e. partitions 
into blocks where the order of appearance of blocks is taken into account (but not 
the order of elements inside blocks). It is well known (s:e e.g. [l 11) th:tt 
(12) 
and P,, = Ck S,,,k !, with Sll,k a Stirling number of the second kind. The latter 
identity follows from the fact that a preferential arrangement with k bloc& can be 
built from a partition into 1: blocks (there are S,,,k of thex over it elemel ts) and a 
permutation of the k blocks. 
We state: 
2. The generating functions of P, and k ! S,,, hue the continued fraction 
expansions 
(i) 
(ii) 
c 
nzo 
P”,” = 
c k! 
n,k 20 
1 -. 
1_~~__-_ 
2.122; 
1 __- drz - - 
2*2’z2 
l---72- 2.3’~~ . . . 
s UkZ” = 
1 
n,k 
--_ -- -- 
l--u.t-- 
ca(i Y- ti)l”r2 
l--(1+3&-- 
I&(1 + u)2z22 
I-(2+!5rr)-- 
u(1 c u)3;;2 
. . . 
roof. Let 7r--(B,,B*,. .., 83,) be a preferential arr*qe:fnent of [l, . . . 9 82] with 
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For instances with w ={1} {3,6} (7) {2,4,8} (5). we have (T = 1 J 6 7 Z 4 8 5 and 
the marked permutation reads U* = 1 3 6 1 2 4 8 5. 
The mapping described thus associates to each preferential arrangement a 
permutation with some rises (elements such that cq_, > cq) marked. It is clearly 
invertible and we have provtd by a combinatorial argument the identity 
p, = c k ! S&k = c %,,,2”, 
kz=O ma0 
(13) 
where a,, , is a Eulerian number with generating function 
1 
-1 
( 4.‘u-$= u _u,z,.-1, l . 
These numbers a~; known to count permutations partitioned by number of rises 
(or falls). 
Now using the continued fractron expansion for the generating function of 
Eulerian numbers 
c a&4mzm = 1 
l-lz--- U12Z" 
l- (2+u)z-- 
u2*z2 
z 2 
l-(3+kl)z- 
u3 z 
. . . 
and substituting u = 2 gives (i). The same argument IS easily extended to prove (ii) 
also leading to a correspondent; between preferential arrangemenu; and path 
diagrams. q 
Notice that (i) and (ii) can also be derived using the Stieltjes-Rogers addition 
theorem from the identity 
[I- u(e(x+Y)- 1)-p = c i k!)2Uk(l + u)k6k(X)ek(y) 
k 
where 
$(t) 
(eZ - l)k 
=ku(u(e’ - l))‘,+l l 
TO conclude with the entry coresponding to preferential arrangements in Table 
1, we only need to compute thp* coefficients of the recurrence. The method is 
systematic and typical of the wh )Be class given in this table. 
The recurrence on the a polynomials is here 
whence, for the exponential generating ft nction 
(G 0 = k(Z) 
t” 
VIZ0 
the partial differential equation: 
as obtained by multiplying by tk/k! and summing. The equation allows separation, 
of variables and solving one finds 
1+2t z 
Hz, t)=(l+t)_’ -iq , c J 
as remained to be shown. 
Vv’c have demonstrated the relation between certain classes of congruences and 
continued fraction expansions for (usually divergent) ordinary generating func- 
tions. Actually all examples giver 4 above fall into the ‘Meixner class’ of path 
diagram:; characterized essr:ntially by the fact that Kk is linear and hk is quadratic 
in k. For this class the 0 polynomials (giving coefficients in the recurrences) can 
be determined systematically. 
The method can also accomodate polynomial congruences; cases to which it 
applies are Stirling polynomials (of both kind), Eulerian polynomials . . . . 
Further arithmetical properties follow from consideration of these fracl:ions. For 
instance a classical (and easy) result [lo] expresses Hankel determinants of the a, 
in terms of the moduli &, and one has” 
a~ a2 a3 l 8 l a,,, 
. . . = M,M,M, - 9 l Ad,,. . . . . . . 
Ian %+I . . . a2n I 
All expansions in Table 1 and others from [4] can be translated in this way. We 
mention the identity 
I 
B() B, *‘* B” 
. . . 
1 2 B ntl 
. . . . . . . . . 
B, B,+, --- B2n 
= l! 2! 3!. * l n! 
W leads to an alternative perhaps more combinatorial solution of the ‘ 
’ Recently Gerard Viennot (private cnrrzmunication) has also gken a purely combinatorial 
this identity together with a powerful generalization to the counting of path diagrams. 
proof of 
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conjecture’ (first settled in [33). and the corn 
For a number of related topics, the reader is referred to the forthcoming book 
of Jackson and Goulden [8]. 
The author would like to evpress his gratitude to David J<ackson for several 
stimulating discussions and for allowing him to steal the handy notation for 
coefficients of generating functions. 
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